
“None shall be denied”.
Case Study: The CiplaHIV Identity.
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Cipla, one ofindia’s largest
pharmaceutical companies, had
a division for HIV care that had
been created with the goal of
combating HIV virus by providing
easily accessible medication and
education about the disease and its
treatment. They were looking for a
design team to develop a brand for
this division, which was going to be
called CipIaHIV.

mCube was referred to Cipla by
a colleague and after studying our
portfolio, they were convinced that
we were up to the task. We
were assigned the responsibility of
crafting an identity for CiplaH IV.
The identity had to personify not
only Cipla’s core value of providing
quality drugs at affordable prices,
but also the motto of the CiplaHlV
division, “None shall be denied”.

The challenge here was
to design a logo for a subject
associated with death, tragedy,
isolation and expense. We had to
develop a logo that would evoke
feelings of life, hope, togetherness,
strength and affordability. Being
a difficult-to-treat disease with a
social stigma attached to it, we had
to also bear in mind the sensitivity
ofthe issue. Cipla is doing
everything in its power to combat
this disease and they also wanted
the logo to reflectthe rising survival
rate amongst its patients.

Since Cipla makes available
its products in i6o countries
worldwide, it was important that the
brand should be able to evoke these
very feelings across diverse cultures.
Additionally, we had to be careful
that the brand did not even remotely
convey any negative connotations in
any country or culture.
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in early 2006. “None shall be denied” was the challenge placed in
front of us... a pledge that promises to brighten-up the world for all
hose struck by the dreaded HIV virus.
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